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Penn Jones Jr.

1. An Editor's Credo
Read not to contradict and confute, nor to believe and take for
granted: But to weigh and consider. FRANCIS BACON

In the discharge of our duty as a newspaper editor, we
must do everything possible to bring into some intelligible
whole ALL the events surrounding the assassination of
John F. Kennedy.
Inquiry is the life blood of truth, and the careful report
of inquiry is the newspaperman's cross and grail.
But grails are no longer attractive, and journalism is so
timid and weak. How else account for the almost total
disregard on the part of the national press of the many
persons—missing, murdered, or met with death strangely
—who were related to the tragedy in Dallas.
When we planned this series of editorials beginning at
the time of the Jack Ruby trial, we felt the Warren Commission should remain in existence for at least five years.
When the Commission made its Report and disbanded.
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we felt it should be reopened. Now we doubt such action
would be profitable other than to add more whitewash to
the already thick coat.
Further articles will appear periodically in the Midlothian Mirror. We expect to work on the assassination
for the rest of our lives—not that any action will be taken,
but in the hope that historians may be able to point a
more accurate finger.
We do not have all the answers. But after spending
several thousand hours knocking on doors, asking questions, meanwhile reading the Report, we believe audacious
actions were taken by the Commission lawyers and the
Chairman obfuscating the evidence left after Kennedy,
Tippit, and Oswald were killed.
We thank the dedicated few who have helped in assembling the facts presented. They must have shed the same
hot tears of despair this writer could not hold back. These
workers came from many walks of life—with no hope of
reward. There were only two in Dallas who would aid us,
and for obvious reasons, we do not name them.
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[Editor's note: The following were
printed in Penn Jones' newspaper, the
Midlothian Mirror, between the fall of
1965 and spring of 1966. We re])rint
them here as they were written.]

2. Meeting at Ruby's
Apartment
In the Warren Commission Report
Captain Will Fritz of the Dallas police
department quoted Lee Harvey Oswald
as saying of the killing of the President:
"People will forget that in a few days and
there would be another President." This
editor feels Oswald was wrong on his
estimate of the nation's respect. This nation has not yet had a chance to adequately express itself over the assassination, and it may take a full scale war to
make them forget.
We have been critical of the Warren
Report, but we are so grateful foi the
many answers in the 26 volumes of testimony. The answers are there for those
who are willing to dig.
This evidence forces us to plead I'or a
revival of the Warren Commission for
more study and consideration concerning the assassination. The evidence concerns the testimony of George Senator,
self-classified as a "beggar" (Vol. 14,
page 308) and the roommate of Jack
Ruby. The discrepancy concerns a meeting in Ruby's and Senator's apartment
on Sunday night, November 24, 1963,
after Ruby killed Oswald.
After what has happened to those
present at the meeting, one can presume
it was an important meeting on that
Sunday night. Five persons were present
for the meeting and three of them have
died strangely. A reasonable man would
wonder if Senator accidentally reve;aled
something important that night.
Shortly after dark the meeting took
place in Ruby's and Senator's apartment
in Oak Cliff. George Senator and Attorney Tom Howard were present and having a drink in the apartment when two
newsmen and two attorneys arrived. The
newsmen were Bill Hunter of the Long
Beach (Calif) Press Telegram, and Jim
Koethe of the Dallas Times Herald. Attorney C. A. Droby of Dallas arranged
the meeting for the two newsmen.
Droby insists that he only arranged the
meeting. He says he did not accompany
the other five men on a tour of the apartment, nor did he hear any of the conver-
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sation which went on. But the lives of
three who accompanied Senator about
the apartment have been taken.
We learned this week that Attorney
Jim Martin, close friend of George Senator, was present for the apartment meeting. Martin did not testify before the
Warren Commission, but he told this
editor he heard the conversations during
the visit of the newsmen. He could not
remember anything that was said, but he
was sure there was nothing significant.
"Certainly there was nothing said that
would make Senator lie about."
We asked Martin if he did not feel it
was unusual for Senator to call Martin
about the killing of Oswald before the
announcement was made that Ruby had
done the shooting (Vol. 14, page 245).
Martin said this editor was wrong, that
the phone call came after it was announced that Ruby had shot Oswald,
but later said: "You are telling me something I didn't know about."
We asked Martin if he thought it was
unusual for Senator to forget the meeting
while testifying in Washington on April
22, 1964, since Bill Hunter, who was a
newsman present at the meeting, was
shot to death in Long Beach, California
that very night. Martin grinned and said:
"Oh, you are still looking for conspiracy."
We nodded yes and he grinned and
said: "You will never find it."
We asked: "Never find it, or not
there?"
He added soberly: "Not there."
Bill Hunter, a native of Dallas and an
award winning newsman in Long Beach,
was on duty and reading a book in the
police station called the "Public Safety
Building" in Long Beach, California.
Two policemen going off" duty came into
the press room and one shot Hunter
through the heart at range officially ruled
to be "more than three feet." The policeman said he dropped his gun, and it fired
as he picked it up, but the angle of the
bullet caused him to have to change the
story. He finally said he was playing a
game of quick draw with his fellow officer. The other officer testified he had his
back turned when the shootingtook place.
Hunter, who covered the assassination
for his paper, the Long Beach Press Telegram, had written:
"Within minutes of Ruby's execution
of Oswald, before the eyes of millions
watching television, at least two Dallas
attorneys appeared to talk with him.
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" 'He didn't tell us anything,' one of the
attorneys told the press after the first
brief meeting. 'He just listened. He paid
for advice.'"
Hunter was quoting Tom Howard
who died of a heart attack in Dallas a
few months after Hunter's death. Lawyer Tom Howard was observed acting
strangely to his friends two days before
his death. Howard was taken to the hospital by a "friend" according to the newspapers. No autopsy was performed.

Jim Koethe

Dallas Times Herald reporter Jim
Koethe was killed by a karate chop to
the throat just as he emerged from a
shower in his apartment in Dallas on
September 21, 1964. His murderer was
not indicted.
What went on in that significant meeting in Ruby's and Senator's apartment?
Few are left to tell. There is no one in
authority to ask the questions, since the
Warren Commission has made its final
report and has closed the investigation.
Now we can add to that list of strange
deaths that of Miss Dorothy Kilgallen.
Miss Kilgallen joins Bill Hunter, Jim
Koethe, Tom Howard and others. Miss
Kilgallen is the only journalist who was
granted a private interview with Jack
Ruby since he killed Lee Oswald. Judge
Joe B. Brown granted the interview during the course of the Ruby trial in Dallas
—to the intense anger of the hundreds of
other newspeople present.
Questioning in Dallas becomes increasingly difficult. Witnesses cannot be
located and when located they are reticent. It is important, however, to point
out that pertinent questions were omitted
by leading lawyers in our land. We will
ask the questions in print during the
coming weeks. Maybe, someone will
have the answers which history deserves.

Bill Hunter

3. Harry N. Olsen,
Policeman
The more gross the fraud, the
more glibly will it go down and
the more greedily will it be swallowed, since folly will always
find faith wherever imposters
will find impudence, c. N. BOVEE

Harry N. Olsen was on private duty on
the day of the assassination. He was
guarding an estate. But he was unable to
recall (1) the address of the estate; (2)
didn't know who lived in the house and;
(3) didn't remember the name of the
officer who gave him the job.
Olsen's statement went like this:
COMMISSION COUNSEL SPECTER. And
what was your next occupation ?
MR. OLSEN. Dallas Police Department.
SPECTER. What was your rank in the
Police Department ?
OLSEN. Patrolman.
SPECTER. And how long were you employed by the Dallas Police Department?
OLSEN. Five and a half years.
SPECTER. When did you end your employment with the Dallas Police Department ?
OLSEN. In the latter part of December,
1963.
SPECTER. And how were you employed
after December of 1963 ?
OLSEN. / left Dallas and came to California and am working for a collection
agency.
SPECTER. Have you held that same job
from the time you first arrived here in Los
Angeles until the present time ?
OLSEN. Yes, sir.
SPECTER. Are you married or single,
Mr. Olsen ?
OLSEN. Married.
SPECTER. And what is the name of your
wife ?
OLSEN. Kay.

SPECTER. And what was her name prior
to her marriage to you ?
OLSEN. Kay Coleman.
SPECTER. What was her occupation
prior to being married to you, that is
where was she employed?
OLSEN. She was employed at the Carousel Club.
SPECTER. Do you know Jack Ruby?
OLSEN. Yes.
SPECTER. When did you first become
acquainted with Mr. Jack Ruby?
OLSEN. Oh, about 3 years ago.
SPECTER. What were the circumstances
of your making his acquaintance?
OLSEN. / was with the Police Department at the time and I was working that
area where his club was, and it was a routine check of his place.
SPECTER. How did you and Jack Ruby
get along during the time you knew him ?
OLSEN. We spoke. And sometimes he
would get mad and I would talk to him
and calm him down a little bit.
SPECTER. How often did you visit Jack
Ruby's club, the Carousel Club ?
OLSEN. Oh, once a week, I guess. Sometimes more and sometimes less.
Some testimony omitted here.
SPECTER. Do you know whether or not
Jack Ruby knew Officer J. D. Tippit?
OLSEN. / heard that he did.
SPECTER. From whom did you hear
that?
OLSEN. It was a rumor that he did.
SPECTER. When did you hear that rumor
that he did know Officer J. D. Tippit?
OLSEN. While talking with other officers. I couldn't specifically say when.
SPECTER. Was that after Tippit was
killed?
OLSEN. Yes.
Some testimony omitted here.
SPECTER. Do you recall November 22,
1963, the day President Kennedy was
assassinated?
OLSEN. Yes, sir.
SPECTER. Tell me, as specifically as you
can recollect, exactly what your activities
were on that day.
OLSEN. / was employed by the Dallas
Police Department and I was working at
an extra job guarding an estate.
SPECTER. Whose estate was that?
OLSEN. I don't remember the name.
SPECTER. How did you happen to get
that extra job ?
OLSEN. A motorcycle officer was related to this elderly woman and he was
doing work, but he was in the motor—
SPECTER. Cade?

OLSEN. Motorcade of the President,
and I was off that day and able to work it.
SPECTER. Do you recall the name of the
motorcycle officer?
OLSEN. No.
The memory of Patrolman Olsen is
bad, but the indifference of Commission
Attorney Arlen Specter seems unpardonable. Olsen claims he can not remember
the street address nor the name of the
owner for whom he is working. Olsen
says he can't even remember the name of
the policeman, related to the estate
owner, who gave Olsen the job. Could
one wonder if Olsen was hiding something?
We resume with the testimony.
SPECTER. Where was that estate located?
OLSEN. On 8th Street in Dallas.
SPECTER. Do you recall the specific address or the cross street on which it was
located?
OLSEN. It's in the Oak Cliff area, it's
approximately two blocks off of Stemmons.
SPECTER. What time did you start to
guard the estate on that particular Friday ?
OLSEN. About 7 a.m.
SPECTER. And how long did that guard
duty last ?
OLSEN. Until about 8.
SPECTER. Eight p.m.?
OLSEN. p.m., yes, sir.
SPECTER. Did you have any visitors
while you were guarding the estate on that
day?
OLSEN. Yes, sir.
SPECTER. And who was the visitor or
visitors ?
OLSEN. Kay.
SPECTER. What time did she visit you?
OLSEN. Right after the President was
shot.
Olsen's location becomes important
when one looks at the radio log printed
in Vol. XXIII, page 850 of the Warren
Report Exhibits. The radio dispatcher
inquired the location of Officer J. D.
Tippit. Tippit gave his location and his
last radio signal from 8th and Lancaster.
He was killed near 10th and Patton, no
more than a few blocks from where Olsen was located.
The next most obvious question
should have been asked of Olsen: "Did
you see Patrolman Tippit?" Olsen says
he was in the yard talking to passersby.
Tippit radioed he was at about that
same location. Like so many times before—the question was never asked.
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Forgetful flatfoot Harry N. Olsen was
in a yard on 8th Street in Oak Cliff
shortly after the assassination at a spot
undetermined by the Commission. According to other things Olsen said this
spot might have been six blocks from
Thornton Expressway. At a spot six
blocks from Thornton west on 8th Street,
the elevation is such that a man in the
yard could have seen Oswald on any of
five streets if Oswald crossed 8th St.
headed from his rooming house in the
direction of Ruby's apartment. Osv/ald
apparently chose Patton. From Olsen's
likely location Oswald could have been
observed on Patton, Denver, Lake C^liff,
Starr or Lansing streets.
[Editor's note: Olsen becomes an even
more important figure because he had
seen Ruby on both Friday night and
Saturday night before the murder of Oswald—on Friday night, November 22, he
spent three hours talking to Ruby.]
SPECTER. How long did you talk to Mr.
Ruby on this Friday night ?
OLSEN. Two or three hours.
SPECTER. Who else was present at the
time of the conversation ?
OLSEN. Kay.
SPECTER. And anybody else?
OLSEN. Johnny [a garage attendant].
SPECTER. Was there anybody besides
Johnny and Kay and Jack Ruby ?
OLSEN. Not that I remember.
SPECTER. Tell me as specifically as you
can recall exactly what it was that Ruby
said and what it was that you and Kay
and Johnny said in reply to him.
OLSEN. We were all upset about the
President's assassination, and we were
just talking about how we hated it, that it
was a tragedy.
SPECTER. Did Jack Ruby say something
to that effect?
OLSEN. Yes: very strongly.
SPECTER. Do you recall what his e.Kact
words were, by any chance ?
OLSEN. / believe he said something to
the effect that "It's too bad that a peon,"
or a person like Oswald, "could do something like that," referring to shooting the
President and the officer. Officer Tippit.
SPECTER. Did he say anything more
about Oswald at that time ?
OLSEN. He cursed him.
SPECTER. What specific language did he
use?
OLSEN. S.O.b.
SPECTER. Was there any other specific
curse that you recollect Ruby used in describing Oswald?

OLSEN. He could have said something
else, but I remember that. Vm sure that
he did say something else, but I don't remember what it was.
SPECTER. Did he say anything at that
time about whether or not he knew Oswald?
OLSEN. No, sir.
SPECTER. Did he say anything at that
time about whether or not he knew Officer
J. D. Tippit?
OLSEN. It seemed that he did know
Officer Tippit.
SPECTER. Why do you say, "It seemed
that he did know Officer Tippit?"
OLSEN. / believe he said that Tippit had
been to his club.
A man named Hardee, who ran the
gambling concession for Ruby, testified
that J. D. Tippit was a frequent visitor
to the club. The gambler also testified
there was a motorcycle policeman who
was very close to Ruby. He said there
was a very special relationship between
the two policemen and Jack Ruby. The
Commission seems not to have tried to
identify the motorcycle policeman.
SPECTER. Did you see anybody else on
Saturday besides Kay ?
OLSEN. Yes, sir.
SPECTER. Who else did you see?
OLSEN. I saw Ruby Saturday night.
Attorney Melvin Belli was searching
all over Dallas for this officer who had
seen Ruby on both Friday and Saturday
night, but Olsen was not to be found.
SPECTER. Where was it that you saw
Ruby?
OLSEN. In front of his club.
SPECTER. At what time was that?
OLSEN. Oh, 10 or 11 at night.
SPECTER. Did you speak to him ?
OLSEN. No, sir.
SPECTER. What was the circumstances
under which you saw him ?
OLSEN. We were driving by and he was
standing outside and we waved.
SPECTER. Did he see you and wave at
you?
OLSEN. Yes, sir.
SPECTER. What did you do from the
time you got to Kay's house until the time
that you saw Ruby standing in front of his
club on that Saturday night?
OLSEN. Watched some television and
listened to the radio a little bit.
SPECTER. Did you see or talk to anybody else either in person or by telephone
from the time you got to Kay's house until
the time you saw Ruby that Saturday
night?
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OLSEN. No, sir: I don't guess we did.
SPECTER. What did you do after you saw
Ruby in front of his club that Saturday
night?
OLSEN. We drove by where the President was shot, we drove by there several
times, and drove around town a little bit.
SPECTER. What time did you finish
driving around town ?
OLSEN. Oh, I guess 1 or 2.
SPECTER. In the morning?
OLSEN. Yes, sir.
SPECTER. Did you see anybody else you
knew while you were driving around town ?
OLSEN. We did, but I don't remember
who it was.
SPECTER. Did you stop and talk to
them ?
OLSEN. Yes, sir. I don't remember who
it was.
Some testimony omitted here.
SPECTER. When did you end your employment with the Dallas Police Department?
OLSEti. The latter part of December.
SPECTER. What was the reason for leaving the Dallas Police Department ?
OLSEN. / wanted to come to California.
SPECTER. Nobody at the Dallas Police
Department asked you to leave?
OLSEN. Yes, sir.
SPECTER. Who asked you to leave the
Police Department?
OLSEN. Chief Curry.
SPECTER. What was the reason for that ?
OLSEN. / was out of sick time: in other
words, you are allotted so much sick time
a year, and he didn't want to extend me
any more.
SPECTER. Was that the only reason why
he asked you to terminate your employment with the Police Department?
OLSEN. That was one of the reasons.
SPECTER. Was there any other reason ?
(Long pause.)
OLSEN. / don't remember exactly what
was said.
Possibly this man was fired for bad
memory, but we doubt it. He seems to
have a remarkably forgetful memory.
SPECTER. Was there any special reason
why you went to California?
OLSEN. We heard the climate was nice
out here.
We feel sure the climate in California
was better than in Dallas during the late
winter of 1963-64. The Ruby trial was
held in Dallas in March of 1964.
The sudden departure of Olsen for the
better climate of California is a matter
of importance.

4. Jack Ruby's
"Joint"
The press has a
responsibility
not to pervert the truth for profit or partisanship
and not to
knuckle under to the pressure
of any of those forces that want
the facts suppressed. Men and
women who have no other interest than to report the truth
as they see it can effect the fate
of us all. MORALITY IN AMERICA
BY J. ROBERT MOSKIN

We present two interesting witnesses
this week. We give parts of their testimony simply to show what kind of a
joint Jack Ruby was operating in Dallas.
Both Jack Hardee and Mrs. Nancy Perrin Rich back each other in their independent testimony. Most important, the
testimony of Hardee and Mrs. Rich
strongly suggests a Ruby tie-in with
gangster interests such as mentioned in
the conversation Attorney Carroll Jamagin overheard and reported in our last
installment.
[Editor's note: this conversation appears in section 5 of this article.]
Deposition taken by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Shown in Volume
XXIII, page 372:
December 26, 1963
Jack Hardee, Jr. was interviewed at the
Mobile County Jail, Mobile, Alabama,
where he is incarcerated in federal custody . . .
Hardee stated that he has spent some
time in Dallas, Texas, and he had met
Jack Ruby during the course of his contacts in Dallas. He stated that approximately one year ago, while in Dallas,
Texas, he attempted to set up a numbers
game, and he was advised by an individual, whom he did not identify, that in
order to operate in Dallas it was necessary
to have the clearance of Jack Ruby. He
stated that this individual, whom he did
not identify, told him that Ruby had the
"fix" with the county authorities, and that
any other fix being placed would have to
be done through Ruby.
Some deposition omitted.
During the period that Hardee was in
Dallas approximately one year ago, he
was in Ruby's presence on several occasions. He stated that Ruby impressed him
as being the type of individual who would
kill without much provocation.
Hardee also stated that the police officer whom Harvey Lee Oswald allegedly
killed after he allegedly assassinated the
President was a frequent visitor to Ruby's

night club along with another officer who
was a motorcycle patrol in the Oaklawn
section of Dallas. Hardee stated from his
observation there appeared to be a very
close relationship between these three individuals.
Hardee stated that he knows of his own
personal knowledge that Ruby hustled the
strippers and other girls who worked in
his club. Ruby made dates for them, accepting the money for the dates in advance, and kept half, giving the other half
to the girls. These dates were filled in the
new hotel in downtown Dallas and the
Holiday Motel, in Irvington.
* **
We start Mrs. Rich's testimony with
the following:
ASSISTANT COUNSEL HUBERT. How

long

before leaving Dallas did you quit the job
at Ruby's?
RICH. Possibly a couple of months,
three months. I wasn't in Dallas more than
maybe five months, four months at the
most, four or five months at the most.
HUBERT. Now, when you say bartender,
what do you mean ? What were your actual
duties ?
RICH. / was actually a bartender. I
worked behind the bar mixing and serving
drinks.
HUBERT. What sort of drinks ?
RICH. Whatever was allowed. Actually,
you are not allowed to serve drinks there.
We do to special customers. You are not
allowed to serve hard liquor. But I served
beer, and wine, of course, and your setups.
HUBERT. What customers did you serve
hard liquor to ?
RICH. Whomever I was told to.
HUBERT. You don't know their names?
RICH. / couldn't quote you names, perhaps.
HUBERT. Who told you to serve them ?
RICH. Mr. Ruby. It was a standing order. For a particular group of people.
Then whenever he would come in and say,
"This is private stock stuff," that would
mean for me to go where I knew the hard
liquor was and get it out, and get it ready
for the people in his private office.
HUBERT. What was the particular
group—who did it consist of?
RICH. The Police Department.
HUBERT. Are you saying that Jack
Ruby told you that when any member of
the Police Department came in, that there
was a standing order that you could serve
them hard liquor?
RICH. That is correct.

HUBERT. Did they pay ?
RICH. Oh, no: of course not.
Some testimony omitted here.
HUBERT. / think you have mentioned
that you saw Ruby at a certain meeting at
which your husband was present and there
was a general discussion of guns or Cuban
refugees.
RICH. Your statement is partially correct.
HUBERT. Will you tell us what is actually correct?
RICH. At the first meeting there were
four people present. There was a colonel
or a light colonel, I forget which. I also
forget whether he was Air Force or Army.
It seems to me he was Army. And it seems
to me he was regular Army. There was my
husband, Mr. Perrin, myself, and a fellow
named Dave, and I don't remember his
last name. Dave C.—I think it was Cole,
but I wouldn't be sure. Dave came to my
husband with a proposition—
HUBERT. There were only four people
present?
RICH. Let me clarify the statement
about Dave. He was a bartender for the
University Club on Commerce Street in
Dallas. I became associated with him and
subsequently so did my husband. Well, at
first it looked all right to me. They
wanted someone to pilot a boat—someone
that knew Cuba, and my husband claimed
he did. Whether he did, I don't know. I
know he did know boats. So they were
going to bring Cuban refugees out into
Miami. All this was fine, because by that
time everyone knew Castro for what he
appears to be, shall we say. So I said sure,
why not— $10,000.1 said that is fine.
Some testimony omitted here.
HUBERT. Was the sum of $10,000 mentioned at that meeting?
RICH. Yes: it was.
HUBERT. Who mentioned it ?
RICH. The colonel. And it seemed awfully exhorbitant for something like this.
I smelled a fish, to quote a maxim.
HUBERT. You mean you thought that
there was too much money involved for
this sort of operation ?
RICH. Yes: I did.
HUBERT. You didn't express that view,
of course?
RICH. No: I didn't say anything. 1 just
kept quiet.
HUBERT. How were matters left at the
end of that meeting?
RICH. That there were more people involved, and that we were to attend a meeting at some later date, of which we would
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be advised.
HUBERT. Were you advised?
RICH. We were.
HUBERT. Did another meeting take
place ?
RICH. Yes: it did.
HUBERT. How long after the first?
RICH. Oh, probably 5 or 6 days, give or
take a day or 2.
HUBERT. At the same place?
RICH. Yes.
HUBERT. And how was that meeting
left?
RICH. Well, at that time when he said
that, my first thought was "Nancy, get
out of here, this is no good, this stinks."
I have no qualms about making money,
but not when it is against the Federal Government but let's play along and see what
happens. I said, "All right, we will go. But
you can take the $10,000 and keep it. I
want $25,000 or we don't move." It was
left that the bigwigs would decide among
themselves. During this meeting I had the
shock of my life. Apparently they were
having some hitch in money arriving. No
one actually said that that's what it was.
But this is what I presumed it to be. I am
sitting there. A knock comes on the door
and who walks in but my little friend Jack
Ruby. And you could have knocked me
over with a feather.
HUBERT. That was at the second meeting.
RICH. Yes.
HUBERT. Now, what facts occurred to
give you the impression that there was a
hitch with respect to money ?
RICH. Oh, just that they were talking
about, well, first of all when I say we—a
group of people were supposed to go to
Mexico to make the arrangement for
rifles but "Well, no, you can't leave tomorrow"—they dropped it. And just
evasive statements that led me to believe
that perhaps they were lacking in funds.
And then Ruby comes in, and everybody
looks like this, you know, a big smilelike here somes the Saviour, or something.
And he took one look at me, I took one
look at him, and we glared, we never
spoke a word. I don't know if you have
ever met the man. But he has this nervous
air about him. And he seemed overly nervous that night. He bustled on in. The
colonel rushed out into the kitchen or bedroom, I am not sure which. Ruby had—
and he always did carry a gun—and I
noticed a rather extensive bulge in his—
about where his breast pocket would be.
But at that time I thought it was a shoul-
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der holster, which he was in the habit of
carrying.
HUBERT. He was in the habit of carrying?
RICH. Yes. Either a shoulder holster or
a gun stuck in his pocket. I always had a
gun behind the bar. This is normal.
Some testimony omitted here.
HUBERT. And your reason for leaving
Dallas, you say, was that—
RICH. / smelled an element that I did
not want to have any part of.
HUBERT. And that element was what?
RICH. Police characters, let's say.

Jack Ruby

5. Carroll Jarnagin,
Attorney
Combinations of wickedness
would overwhelm the world by
the advantage which licentious
principles afford, did not those
wTio have long practiced perfidy
grow faithless to each other.
SAMUEL JOHNSON

Of the many amazing things in the
Warren Commission exhibits, the statement of Carroll Jarnagin is one of the
most astounding. Attorney Jarnagin, we
felt, either has total recall memory, or he
had a tape recorder with him that night,
or he made the story up.
Our contention is that the Commission
should have heard Jarnagin, so the members could come to their own conclusions.
Below are parts of the Jarnagin statement which he mailed to the FBI on
December 4, 1963 and which is Exhibit
2821 of the 26 Warren Commission
volumes:
Dear Mr. Hoover,
On Oct. 4, 1963 I was in the Carousel
Club in Dallas Texas, and while there I
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heard Jack Ruby talking to a man using
the name of H. L. Lee. These men were
talking about plans to kill the Governor
of Texas. This information was passed on
to the Texas Department of Public Safety
on Oct. 5, 1963 by telephone. On Sunday
Nov. 24,19631 definitely realized that the
picture in the Nov. 23,1963 Dallas Times
Herald of Lee Harvey Oswald was a picture of the man using the name of H. L.
Lee whose conversation with Jack Ruby
I had overheard back on Oct. 4, 1963. I
thereafter attempted to recall as much of
the Oct. 4, 1963 conversation with as
much accuracy as possible, and to reduce
it to writing. This report is sent to you for
whatever use it may be in assisting the
F.B.I, in your current investigation.
Respectfully Submitted
Yours Very Sincerely,
{signed)
Carroll Jarnagin
Report of events which took place in
The Carousel Club 1312-112 Commerce
Street, Dallas, Texas on Friday, Oct. 4,
1963 from about 10 P.M. until about
11:35 P.M.:
The club is located on the second floor,
and is entered by a stairway leading up
from the sidewalk on the South side of
Commerce Street.
Witness, who is an attorney, and a
client, who is an "exotic dancer," walk up
the stairs to the Carousel Club Oct. 4,
•1963 at about 10 P.M., on business, the
dancer, stage name ''Robin Hood,' desires
to talk with Jack Ruby, the owner of the
club, about securing a booking for employment. The witness and the dancer
enter the club, and sit down at the second
table on the right from the entrance . . .
Several minutes after the witness and the
dancer are seated, the witness notices a
man appear in the lighted entrance area
and tell the girl in the ticket booth:
' / want to see Jack Ruby.' In a short
period of time the bouncer appears and
with a flash light shines a beam of light
upon the ceiling on the inside of the club at
the entrance area. The man who has asked
to see Jack Ruby is dressed in a tan jacket,
has brown hair, needs a haircut, is wearing
a sport shirt, and is about 5'9 or 10" in
height, his general appearance is somewhat unkempt, and he does not appear to
be dressed for night-clubbing: he, the new
arrival, sits with his back to the wall at the
first table to his right from the entrance
area: after a few minutes he orders and is
served a bottle of beer: he continues to sit
alone and appears to be staring at the

dancer: the dancer leaves the table and
the new arrival stares intently at the witness: the witness notices the new arrival's
eyes are dark, and his face is unsmiling:
after some minutes a man dressed in a
dark suit, about 45-50 years of age, partially bald, medium height and medium
to heavy build, dark hair and more or less
hawk faced in appearance from the side,
joins the new arrival at the table: the new
arrival appeared to be about 25 years of
age: (the older man dressed in the dark
suit was later indicated by the dancer to
be Jack Ruby): and the following conversation was overheard:
JACK RUBY. . . . {some name not clearly
heard or not definitely recalled by the witness) —what are you doing here ?
Man who had been sitting alone. Fm
using the name of H. L. Lee . . .
JACK RUBY. fVhat do you want?
LEE. / need some money.
JACK RUBY. Money?
LEE. I just got in from New Orleans, I
need a place to stay, and a job.
JACK RUBY. / noticed you hadn't been
around in two or three weeks, what were
you doing in New Orleans ?
LEE. There was a street fight and I got
put in jail.
RUBY. What charge?
LEE. Disturbing the peace.
RUBY. Don't you have a family, can't
you stay with them ?
LEE. They are in Irving, they know
nothing about this: I want to get a place
to myself: they don't know Tm back.
RUBY. You'll get the money after the
job is done.
LEE. What about half now, and half
after the job is done?
RUBY. No, but don't worry, I'll have the
money for you, after the job is done.
LEE. How much ?
RUBY. We've already agreed on that.. .
RUBY. How do I know that you can do
the job ?
LEE. It's simple, I'm a Marine sharpshooter.
RUBY. Are you sure that you can do the
job without hitting anybody but the Governor?
LEE. I'm sure, I've got the equipment
ready.
RUBY. Have you tested it, will you need
to practice any ?
LEE. Don't worry about that, I don't
need any practice: when will the Governor
be here ?
RUBY. Oh, he'll be here plenty of times
during campaigns . . . (distraction).

LEE. Where can I do the job?
RUBY. From the roof of some building.
LEE. No, that's too risky, too many
people around.
RUBY. But they'll be watching the parade, they won't notice you ...
LEE. But afterwards, they would tear
me to pieces before I could get away.
RUBY. Then do it from here (indicating
the north end of the Carousel Club), from
a window.
LEE. How would I get in?
RUBY. /'// tell the porter to let you in.
LEE. But won't there be people in the
place?
RUBY. / can close the place for the
parade, and leave word with the porter to
let you in.
LEE. But what about the porter . . .
RUBY. / can tell him to leave after letting you in: he won't know anything.
LEE. / don't want any witnesses around
when I do the job.
RUBY. You'll be alone.
LEE. But what about the money, when
do I get the money ?
RUBY. I'll have it here for you.
LEE. But when ? Fm not going to have
much time after the shooting to get away.
RUBY. /'// have the money on me, and
I'll run in first and hand it to you, and you
can run on out the back way.
LEE. / can't wait long, why can't you
leave the money in here ?
RUBY. How do I know you'll do the job ?
LEE. How do I know you will show up
with the money after the job is done?
RUBY. You can trust me, besides, you'll
have the persuader.
LEE. The rifle, I want to get away from
it as soon as it's used.
RUBY. You can trust me.
LEE. What about giving me half of the
money just before the job is done, and
then you can send me the other half later?
RUBY. / can't turn loose of the money
until the job is done: if there's a slip up
and you don't get him, they'll pick the
money up, immediately: I couldn't tell
them that I gave half of it to you in advance, they'd think I doublecrossed them:
I would have to return all of the money.
People think I have a lot of money, but I
couldn't raise half of that amount even by
selling everything I have. You'll just have
to trust me to hand you the money as soon
as the job is done. There is no other way.
Remember, they want the job done just as
bad as you want the money: and after this
is done, they may want to use you again.
LEE. Not that it makes me any differ-

ence, but what have you got against the
Governor ?
RUBY. He won't work with us on paroles: with a few of the right boys out we
could really open up this state, with a little
cooperation from the Governor. The boys
in Chicago have no place to go, no place to
really operate: they've clamped down the
lid in Chicago: Cuba is closed: everything
is dead, look at this place, half empty: if
we can open up this state we could pack
this place every night, those boys will
spend, if they have the money: and remember, we're right next to Mexico: there'd
be money for everybody, if we can open up
this state.
LEE. How do you know that the Governor won't work with you ?
RUBY. It's no use, he's been in Washington too long, they're too straight up there:
after they've been there awhile they get to
thinking like the Attorney General. The
Attorney General, now there's a guy the
boys would like to get, but its no use, he
stays in Washington Joo much.
LEE. A rifle shoots as far in Washington
as it does here, doesn't it ?
RUBY. Forget it, that would bring the
heat on everywhere, and the Feds would
get into everything, no, forget about the
Attorney General.
LEE. Killing the Governor of Texas will
put the heat on too, won't it?
RUBY. Not really, they'll think some
crack-pot or communist did it, and it will
be written off as an unsolved crime.
LEE. There's really only one building to
do it from, one that covers Main, Elm,
and Commerce.
RUBY. Which one is that?
LEE. The School Book Building, close to
the triple underpass.
RUBY. What's wrong with doing it from
here ?
LEE. What if he goes down another
street (distraction).
This is all the statement we feel necessary to print.
On January 13, 1966 we asked Jamagin if he had a tape recorder that night in
the Carousel Club. He said he did not.
We said: "You sure must have a fantastic memory."
Jarnagin said he graduated in the
upper 20 per cent of his class at SMU,
that he had no trouble getting into the
University of Chicago. He told us he
once made 100 on a college chemistry
examination with many chemical formulas as answers. He said: "I made 100 on
that test and I think I could recite the
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chemical formulas to you right now."
Jarnagin repeated that he told the truth
in his statement and he holds no ill will
toward anyone.
Several points would seem to make
reasonable men scream for a thorough
investigation of the Jarnagin statement.
For example at the time of the assassination, Ruby was sitting in the Dallas News
building in a room from which he could
have watched Oswald get off his ishots
and thus earn his pay discussed belc w.
Many students of this case are convinced that if Oswald shot, his bullets hit
only Governor Connally.
We insist only that the author of this
statement should have been called before
the Commission as a witness.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The Commission ap-

parently disposed of the Jarnagin dilemma by taking at face value a statement by Dallas District Attorney HIenry
Wade that he had administered a lie detector test which showed the testimony
as "fantasy." It is our understanding
that the lie detector is capable solely of
a determination, tenuous at that, of
whether or not a subject is deliberately
telling a falsehood.]

6. Julia Ann Mercer,
Witness
No feller in the wrong can stand
up against a feller in the right, if
he just keeps a-comin. CODE IN
THE OLD TEXAS RANGERS

This week we print the deposition of a
witness who saw a suspicious character
with a rifle case going toward the clump
of trees near the railroad overpass
The deposition of Julia Ann Mercer
was devastating. But she was not called
as a witness and her name is not found in
any index. Were her words so lethal to
the Warren Commission's theory of no
conspiracy? Her words are simply listed
in Vol. XIX under the heading "Dallas
County Sheriff's Office record of the
events surrounding the assassination"
Here is what the lady said:
On November 22,1963,1 was driving a
rented white Valiant automobile west on
Elm Street and was proceeding to the
overpass (in a westerly direction and at a
point about 45 or 50 feet east of the overhead signs of the right entrance road to
the overpass, there was a truck parked on
the right hand side of the road. The truck
looked like it had 1 or 2 wheels up on the
curb. The hood of the truck was open. On
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the driver's side of the truck, there were
printed letters in black, oval shaped,
which said "Air Conditioning." This was
a pickup truck and along the back side of
the truck were what appeared to be tool
boxes. The truck was a green Ford with
a Texas license. I remember seeing the
word "Ford" at the back of the truck.
A man was sitting under the wheel of
the car and slouched over the wheel. This
man had on a green jacket, was a white
male in about his forties and was heavy
set. I did not see him too clearly. Another
man was at the back of the truck and
reached over the tailgate and took out
from the truck what appeared to be a gun
case. This case was about 8" wide at its
widest spot and tapered down to a width
of about 4" or 5". The man who took this
out of the truck then proceeded to walk
away from the truck and as he did, the
small end of the case caught in the grass or
sidewalk and he reached down to free it.
He then proceeded to walk across the
grass and up the grassy hill which forms
part of the overpass. This is the last I saw
of this man.
I had been delayed because the truck
which I described above was blocking my
passage and I had to wait until the lane
to my left cleared so I could go by the
truck.
During the time I was at this point and
observed the above incident there were 3
policemen standing talking near a motorcycle on the bridge just west
ofme...
The man who took what appeared to be
the gun case out of the truck was a white
male, who appeared to be in his late 20's
or early 30's and he was wearing a grey
jacket, brown pants and plaid shirt as best
as I can remember. I remember he had on
some kind of a hat that looked like a wool
stocking hat with a tassell (sic) in the
middle of it. I believe that I can identify
this man if I see him again.
The man who remained in the truck had
light brown hair and I believe I could
identify him also if I were to see him
again.
Signed: Julia Ann Mercer
Notarized by Rosemary Allen
Here is another example of the next
most obvious question not being asked.
Miss Mercer did not give the time of day
when she witnessed these events, and no
one from the Sheriff's Office nor the
Warren Commission ever bothered to inquire. From her interest, we would assume the events were before the assassination, but we don't know.
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7. Earl Warren's
Fancy
This writer met John F. Kennedy only
once. This was at the airport in Dallas
during the 1956 campaign of Adlai
Stevenson, and we admired him from
that day. After the assassination we recalled the words of Albert Camus about
his friend and fellow underground worker, Rene Leynaud, who was murdered by
the Germans. Camus wrote: "His exceptionally proud heart, protected by his
faith and his sense of honor, would have
found the words needed. But he is now
forever silent. And some who are not
worthy speak of the honor that was identified with him, while others who are not
trustworthy speak in the name of the
God he had chosen."
It would be presumptuous for a weekly
newspaper to think it could solve such a
heinous crime. So heinous, in fact, that
every branch of the government involved
assisted in covering and obfuscating the
evidence left after that terrible weekend
in Dallas.
The fanciful legend Earl Warren
helped to fix in the minds of Americans
is the burden he must bear.
Timid liberals in Dallas must share a
great part of the responsibility for the
pre-assassination attitudes in Dallas
which permitted such an atmosphere to
fester there. An effective organization in
Dallas would have discovered the plot
before its culmination. There is more evidence than the Jarnagin report that
Ruby and Oswald were acquainted.
Liberals in Dallas did not work to
make sure all facts were reported after
the assassination, and this criminal neglect will blacken the name of Dallas for
ail time. Example: on the morning of the
Presidential parade, one of Ruby's Dallas strippers had an automobile accident
near Lemmon and Inwood Road on the
Presidential parade route. On the front
seat of her car was a map marked as the
one later presented as the map belonging
to Oswald. Little wonder Oswald showed
surprise when he saw a mark at the site
of the assassination on the map. Even
Oswald soon figured out he was "just a
patsy" which was what he screamed to
newsmen at 7:55 on Friday night.
We repeat our prediction that more
killings are going to be necessary in order
to keep this crime quiet.

The Legacy of Penn Jones, Jr.
by David Welsh
The 'Sleuths'
A NYONE CAN WRITE to the Government Printing
/%
Office and, for $76, order the 26 volumes of
/ • ^ ^ testimony and exhibits. Hundreds of Amer-X- -m^icans, nagged by doubts about the completeness of the investigation, did just that. For a surprisingly
large number of people, reading the volumes, establishing
card files and interviewing witnesses became an all-consuming avocation. Working in virtual isolation from each
other, methodically recompiling the evidence, it was only
gradually that these amateur "sleuths" learned of one
another's existence.
In time there developed a network of Kennedy assassination buffs, linked coast-to-coast by a bush telegraph of
manifold ramifications. When one uncovered a startling
new piece of evidence, the information spread like fire
through plains grass until, before the week was out, it was
common knowledge among all the operatives of this private intelligence apparat.
Some, like New York author Sylvia Meagher or Marjorie Deschamps, a west coast housewife, scholars of the
Warren Report and 26 volumes, can quote chapter and
verse on almost any facet of the case. Mrs. Meagher, finding the Commission's index next to useless, prepared and
published her own. Mrs. Deschamps put together a hundred giant "panoplies"—photostats of collected evidence
—on different facets of the case. The "sleuth" ranks include salesman Ray Marcus; David Lifton, a master's
candidate in engineering; and housewife Elizabeth Stoneborough—all serious students of the photographic evidence relating to the assassination. Physicist Paul Hoch
dug into the National Archives for hidden documents.
Philadelphia lawyer Vincent Salandria did pioneer research on the ballistics and autopsy evidence; writer
Harold Feldman on the direction of shots. Add to them
the book-writers—Mark Lane, the most persistent public
gadfly of the Warren Commission; Harold Weisberg, a
Maryland gentleman farmer; and Leo Sauvage, the conservative U.S. correspondent for Le Figaro—and you
have an awesome army of private citizens who are saying
more or less explicitly: "The government lied to us about
the Kennedy assassination."
Few of the sleuths are paid for their efi'orts, or reimbursed for long-distance phone calls, travel and research
materials. Motivated by anything from an affection for
President Kennedy to a plain zeal for truth, affiliated only

in the most informal way, they are the embodiment of
what is finest in the American tradition, and a living indictment of government-by-closed-shop.
At first we refused to take the sleuths seriously. Everyone secretly wants to be a detective. Here was the "crime
of the century," apparently unsolved, with a mountain of
poorly evaluated evidence at the disposal of anyone willing to shell out 76 bills. To the private sleuths it was
irresistible; to us it was something of a joke. Then we
reviewed their work and realized that they were doing the
job the Dallas police, the FBI and the Warren Commission
should have done in the first place.
And if many will treat these amateur investigators as

some unique breed of kook, the Dallas police take them
seriously. When Shirley Martin, a housewife from Hominy, Oklahoma, made trips to Dallas to interview witnesses, the police would tail her, openly following her car
at short distance, and stay in her shadow until she left
town. The FBI takes one of the "sleuths" seriously enough
to tap his phone. Two San Francisco sleuths report that
even their mail is habitually opened before it reaches their
door. Such intimidation has become so common that the
sleuths hardly talk about it any more.

O

N OUR TRIPS TO DALLAS, Bill Turner, I, and
editor Stan Sheinbaum interviewed many persons touched in some way by the killing of
Kennedy. Some were willing to talk freely;
most were guarded. Many said there was no conspiracy
to assassinate the President, but almost invariably they
would indicate they thought otherwise: a playful smile,
a wink, a sardonic turn around the corners of the mouth.

Photography of the Assassination by Phil Willis
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